CLASSICAL & ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES AT KENT DAY

Saturday 9 November from 10am-3pm
University of Kent, Canterbury campus

- Fancy gaining work experience at a museum during your studies?
- Are you intrigued by ancient Greek or Latin?
- Want to read an epic war poem?
- Ever wondered about how the Romans used propaganda?
- Are you ready to discover, handle and study ancient artefacts?

Come meet the experts and get a flavour of our exciting undergraduate degrees. You will experience how ancient history, literature and archaeology are taught at Kent and we’ll be ready to answer any questions. Our academic staff and students are looking forward to meeting you.

If you are interested in attending please email
secl@kent.ac.uk
WHY CHOOSE ANCIENT HISTORY, CLASSICAL & ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDIES, OR CLASSICAL STUDIES AT KENT?

• **Teaching excellence:** The University of Kent has been awarded a gold rating, the highest, in the UK Government’s Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF).

• **Inspirational teaching:** At Kent we have maintained small group teaching, which we regard as of fundamental importance to students and all our modules include weekly seminars, in which students discuss, ask questions and debate. Some modules include the study of artefacts in a museum or active participation in archaeological fieldwork.

• **Flexibility:** Students can choose from Classical Studies, Classical and Archaeological Studies, Ancient History, or Ancient, Medieval and Modern History, with the flexibility to focus on one area, or take a more interdisciplinary approach.

• **Research excellence:** Research interests at Kent fall into two main areas: Classics and Byzantine Studies, and Ancient History and Classical Archaeology. There are particular strengths in the study of Rome, ancient artefacts, early Christianity, Greek drama, Egyptology, ancient sciences and philosophy, and classical reception.

• **Employability:** Classics & Archaeological Studies students go on to a wide range of careers, including Business, Journalism, Archaeology, Heritage Industry, Teaching, Law, State Intelligence Services and the Civil Service. The School of European Culture and Languages runs an employability programme each year especially for our students, as well as particular employability modules to enable you gain work experience alongside credits for your degree.

• **Beautiful surroundings:** Our green and spacious campus overlooks the historic city of Canterbury. As well as state-of-the-art academic facilities like the Templeman Library, the campus has plenty of bars, eateries, an independent cinema and theatre, sports centre and nightclub.

• **A World Heritage Site:** The Medieval city of Canterbury, itself based on the circuit of the Roman town walls, provides a point of reference for the study of Classical & Archaeological Studies. The city contains numerous museums, including a dedicated Roman museum, and is the home of Canterbury Archaeological Trust. Students have opportunities to visit and volunteer in museums and on archaeological projects in the area, and to receive training in fieldwork methods from expert Kent staff.

“…you can look at an artefact that is from 2,000 years ago, that someone else held in their hand that you’re now holding in yours. It just really fascinates me!”

**Molly Sheldrake**
Classical and Archaeological Studies student